HI
I’M ADAM COREY
NON-PROGRAMMER, ART-HACK,
SEMI-SERIOUS HOBBY GAME DESIGNER
TWITTER.COM/UNEPT

-

Work full time as a marketing/creative director for a small company.
Been to ALL universities. Graduated from BYU w/BA visual arts despite illus… photo…
Got into game design around 2010.

“SUCCESS”
DEFINED
-

My goal in game design has been to make games that are 1. enjoyed by people, and 2. make enough money so I can continue this hobby with less stress.
Tonight I’ll be talking about App Store features, download numbers, and revenue. Success can mean a lot of things, but for tonight it is measured in those terms.

THE HAMGER GAMES
MY FIRST “FINISHED” GAME

- 2010-2013, dabbled.
- This is the first game I finished, for a game jam. Really crappy RTS.
- You’re a pig dropped in an arena, you have 30 seconds to run around picking up straw, sticks, and bricks, then use them to build a fort before the wolves are sent in to
kill you.

STENCYL IS NICE

SIMPLE, ROBUST.
IOS, ANDROID, WINDOWS, MAC, LINUX, FLASH, SOME HTML5
-

-

Stencyl is game creation software, code blocks, programming optional.
Stencyl runs on Haxe, an open source toolkit based on a modern, high level, strictly typed programming language, a cross-compiler, a complete cross-platform
standard library and ways to access each platform's native capabilities.
All I know is I can make games with it.
iOS, Android, Windows, Mac, Linux, Flash, HTML5 (experimental)
Everything you see from here forward was built in Stencyl.

STEAM AND BROWSER
-

You can find a few Steam games made with stencyl, and a LOT of browser games made in Stencyl.

MOBILE GAMES
PROUDLY MADE IN STENCYL

-

Many really good games made with Stencyl.

*FACEPALM*
-

Many, many more horrid games made with Stencyl.

V.I.P.

LUDUM DARE GAME JAM #27
THEME “10 SECONDS”
-

-

Game Jams.
This was my first Ludum Dare. You have 10 seconds before the VIP comes, you have to drag around the bodyguards into strategic positions so when the assassin is
revealed in the crowd, the bodyguards can shoot him. Collateral damage is a common occurrence.
People loved it. #29 in “innovation” which I thought was funny. Non-techies can innovate.
Coming to mobile some day.

DOOMBA

LUDUM DARE GAME JAM #28
THEME “YOU ONLY GET ONE”
-

In this jam game, inspired by a reddit meme, Roombas have taken over the world. Top-down physics puzzler. You move a device around and fire one pulse that must
push/pull all of the Doombas into lava, spikes, etc.

MOONBASE SHOOTOUT
LUDUM DARE GAME JAM #33
THEME “YOU ARE THE MONSTER”

-

2015
In Moonbase Shootout, you kill enemies and proceed through levels by breaking windows.
Enemies were big colorful semi-cute alien things.
Theme “You’re the monster” too subtle, not understood until the end game… (next slide)

TASTY SKIBBLES!
-

So it turns out that you are the monster because the aliens were looking for their oﬀspring, tasty Skibbles.

STOREHENGE
LUDUM DARE GAME JAM #36
THEME “ANCIENT TECHNOLOGY”
-

2016
In this game, you arrange the stones in the correct order to match the recipe.
Recipes for a burger, money, pizza, cat, beer, LOVE, etc.

DISPOSABOT
DECEMBER 2013
-

Disposabot was a Flash game,
Sponsorship.
In Disposabot you must escape the testing facility through the creative use of your own corpses.
It has been played a few million times last I checked.
Mobile prototype.

ADVENTURES IN

MOBILE
GAME DESIGN

-

Now I’ll talk about my foray into mobile games, how I got into it, and how the ride has gone for me so far.

LAVA BIRD
FOR FLAPPY JAM
-

It all started with the Flappy Bird phenomenon Flappy Jam, support the developer.
I had the Lava Bird core game finished in a couple hours.
Ported it to mobile in 5 months. (I’m a slow dev.)

OOH, TERRY CAVANAGH
-

People liked the game.
That’s me next to THE Terry Cavanagh.

Ooh, PEOPLE LIKED IT
-

It got a bit of press. People liked it.
A lot of people pestered me to put it on mobile.
I was curious about mobile, Stencyl could port to mobile with relative ease, so I dove in.

JULY 1, 2014
-

After a few months redesigning, adding bonus content, it launched in July.
I knew that the App Store was receiving over 1000 Flappy-like submissions per day at this point, so my expectations of success were not that high.

MEH
-

Lava Bird quickly disappeared into the abyss of flappy-likes.
I was OK with that, my goal was to port it to mobile, so it was a success.

HEY, THAT WASN’T SO BAD

-

It was fun making a game for phones.
There were unique aspects to mobile: Audience, device, orientation, game input, these were fun challenges. Felt like fertile ground. Still feels that way.

HUE BALL
JUNE 2015
-

Hue Ball
It wasn’t my favorite idea, finished it out of guilt, time spent. Not always a good idea.
2015
Emailed press, tweeted to folks, etc. Got some attention.
Based on the games I saw featured in the App Store, I had little confidence in a feature.
Exhausted, didn’t care, hit the launch button and never looked back.
Didn’t even check the app store or look at downloads or anything.

FEATURED
-

I have no idea how App Store Editorial found it. Maybe toucharcade.com?
120k downloads. Enough revenue, enough to feel less guilty about the time spent on this hobby.

“GETTING FEATURED”

-

Understand the term “featured?”
Home page of app store app.
Because of problems with a game’s visibility on the app store, basically the only way for small indies like me to get any sort of traﬃc to my game is to be
featured.
Most common feature is “New Games We Love.” prominent on the app store home page. There are other features that can be associated with collections,
holidays, big calendar events, or themes decided by App Store Editorial Team.

WEIRD GAME IDEA
DECEMBER 2015

-

-

In Dec 2015 I had a little vision of a game with a bunch of random things you had to keep on a teeter totter. I was burnt out from trying to make VIP for mobile, and
wanted to make a quick little diversion. Set a deadline for myself, Feb 6, two months from conception.
2 months morphed into 11 months.

THE GAME I WANTED TO MAKE
ORIGINAL GAME WITH MASS APPEAL.

-

So with Lava Bird my goal was: “Get it on the app store.”
Hue Ball goal: “Make a feature-quality game.”
With this new game goal: “All those things, plus original AND fun.” Unique is easy. App store is full of original games that are not fun.
Proven elements: Mass appeal. Shorter gameplay loop. Intuitive gameplay. Also, wanted it Quirky, silly, fun to make.

LEVEL WITH ME
A RIDICULOUSLY DELIGHTFUL BALANCING GAME

-

Through 2016.
I eventually finished it.
Game Description: Level With Me is a ridiculously delightful one-touch balancing game. Tap strategically—and sometimes frantically—to pass a series of fanciful
levels, such as stacking a burger, ramming a bullseye with a motorcycle, or even popping balloons with a hedgehog!

LEVEL WITH ME LAUNCHED
OCTOBER 18, 2016

-

-

Leading up to launch:
I cold-emailed the App Store editorial team, but got no reply.
Received some nice reviews from Pocketgamer (Silver Award), Gamezebo, and smaller sites.
Launched it Oct 18 2016.
Simultaneously Super confident it was feature-worthy, AND 100% convinced it not feature worthy. Because the game was so odd, I had a hard time gauging player
feedback.
Still, I was OK with any result, because I was proud of what I’d made.

NO FEATURE!

A HANDFUL OF DOWNLOADS PER DAY

-

No feature.
The press articles brought in literally DOZENS of downloads.
Two weeks of crickets and tumbleweeds. As low as 23 downloads in one day toward the end of October.
Then Nov 1, I checked stats and saw…

FEATURED WORLDWIDE
OCTOBER 31, 2016

-

Instead of the typical 30 downloads, I had received 15,000 on Halloween. Weird.
So I checked the app store. It was at the #3 position in “New Games We Love.”
WOOHOO!
Over the next two weeks it received a feature spot in every major country worldwide.
China was slow to feature LWM, but they eventually featured it multiple times.

A PLETHORA OF DOWNLOADS!
-

80k downloads on peak day. Over 600k eventually.
Drastic drop in downloads w/out features.
#12 out of all free games in the app store.
It received multiple features.
Look at the drop after features.

MOBILE
BEST PRACTICES
FOR THIS GUY

Things that work for me.

1
-

What games get featured? why?

accept the mobile world
-

-

1st, Understand and accept the mobile world. It is not Steam, or itch.io or consoles.
Know the Marketplace, the game monetization. My games are free with ads, which I don’t love but I accept for now. Free w/Ads is better than F2P, because you can
design the game for the game’s sake. With F2P, you need to integrate the F2P elements from the conception of the game, which doesn’t interest me. There are other
models, some work great, depending on the game and the implementation.
Many successful paid games are riding on an existing community from PC ports.
Know what the mobile audience cares about and DOES NOT care about. They don’t share game developers’ strong opinions about F2P, ads, ports, input controls.
The problems with app store visibility. (If it’s not being featured, it’s invisible.)

app store visibility
WITH A FEATURE

- First, app store visibility. It’s a problem.

app store visibility
WITHOUT A FEATURE

-

BRILLIANT DESIGN
INTUITIVE, BEAUTIFUL GAME

-

Prune, above is a gorgeous game that plays perfectly and intuitively on iPhone.

ALSO BRILLIANT DESIGN
10 ONSCREEN BUTTONS

-

But this is clunky, goofy, 10 button wrassling game is just as brilliant. Why? Because both developers found the BEST way to design their games for mobile. Both
loved by mobile audience.
So many beautiful games are ruined by devs trying to make a “better” control scheme.

GOOD GAME, WRONG MARKET
literally millions of free games like it

-

Does anyone know what game this is?
Mobile audience did not care for this.
It’s a paid game, $1.99. But it looks like free game. Failed, even with a feature.
In my opinion, the publisher KNEW the mobile marketplace but was unwilling to ACCEPT it.

2
TIME IS CURRENCY
WHY SHOULD I TAKE THE TIME TO PLAY YOUR GAME
-

You are vying for a player’s time, not their money. Why should they download your game when they are literally seconds from playing 100 similar games that may be
more fun?
Billboard rule. 5 seconds for solid understanding and/or interest in continuing.

3
PROTOTYPE EARLY
GET FEEDBACK EARLY AND OFTEN
-

Prototype early. For example, this prototype helped me come to the conclusion that I don’t want to work on a rope-swing game anytime soon. No art, no story, no
design doc.

4
BE HONEST with self
THIS IS VERY DIFFICULT
-

Be brutally honest with yourself about your game.
Try to read between the lines on what play testers are saying about your game.
Confusion is a red flag.
If you have to explain WHY you did a certain thing in your game, big red flag.
Give someone your game and then shut up, even when they ask you questions. Watch them suﬀer.
I did this with LWM. It was awkward, but helped me fix major problems.

5
MINIMAL MARKETING
MOST MARKETING EFFORTS ARE A WASTE
-

For small Indies like us, most marketing eﬀorts will go nowhere.
Marketing eﬀorts are only helpful if they directly lead to the game get featured on the app store.
TouchArcade.com for sure, maybe Pocket Gamer. Not really anyone else.

DOWNLOAD STATS
APP STORE feature: 95%
YOUTUBERS: 4%
PRESS: 1%
WORD OF MOUTH: NO IDEA

- Here are some of my own very rough stats for Level With Me to give an idea.
- Regarding word of mouth, I suppose LWM has received a lot of downloads based on word of mouth, but I haven’t looked into figuring out that hard number. I definitely
saw no “viral” growth.

6
PREPARE FOR THE ABYSS
EMOTIONALLY DIFFICULT EVERY TIME
-

Always keep in mind the fact that without a feature, your game will get a few dozen downloads and make a few dollars.
Many solid games get passed by all the time. What is feature-worthy one week would not be the next week. But most extraordinary games do end up getting featured.
I’d love to see this change some day, to be less feature-dependent.
This outlook will keep post-launch depression at a minimum. :)

HEY, WHY THE SAD FACE?

SUCCESS
HAPPENS
-

There are plenty of examples of small indies who have made games that have done well.

COLOR SWITCH

1 GUY, 100 MILLION DOWNLOADS, NOT TYPICAL.
-

Has anyone heard of this game?
Every teenager in the world seems to have it on their phone.
Viral. Feature got it started, grew from there.
Dude’s rich. Still makes TENS of thousands $$ per day. Hired a team now. Updates it. Boring to me.
This is not normal. Very, very few games do this.

REALITY-BASED SUCCESSES
financially healthy, ANYWAY.

-

-

I’m using the above examples because I talk with these devs daily, I have insider knowledge. Also, they all use Stencyl.
Colin Lane. 6 million downloads. Wrassling started as a joke two years ago. Battle Golf, Dunkers. One of his games seems to be featured somewhere in the app store
every week.
Jussi Simpanen from cute flash games to cute mobile games. TDD, SDD, DukeD, You will see his new game called Heart Star featured prominently on the App Store
tomorrow afternoon.
Brad Erkkila has had a bit of success with his games, recently It’s A Space Thing got featured quite a few times.
Folmer Kelly created Magic Mansion which was published by Nitrome, who told him in a nice way that it was their least successful title. But revenue-wise, Folmer is
far from disappointed.

OTHER THOUGHTS
KEEP GAME SCOPE WITHIN ABILITIES.

-

My games are simple because of my technical limitations, and my desire to do everything myself. Part of my success is directly attributed to keeping my projects
simple.

OTHER THOUGHTS
KEEP GAME SCOPE WITHIN ABILITIES.
MAKE GAME LAUNCHABLE, NOT FINISHED.

-

Launch 50/100 with something to indicate “coming soon” without actually saying “coming soon.” You don’t want “under construction” sign.

OTHER THOUGHTS
KEEP GAME SCOPE WITHIN ABILITIES.
MAKE GAME LAUNCHABLE, NOT FINISHED.
ANDROID SUCKS.

-

Android makes a small percentage of iOS revenue.
Over 95% of paid games are pirated.
My games are on Android only because it is easy to port them over in Stencyl, and pressure from friends and family.

OTHER THOUGHTS
KEEP GAME SCOPE WITHIN ABILITIES.
MAKE GAME LAUNCHABLE, NOT FINISHED.
ANDROID SUCKS.
RETENTION IS NICE.

-

-

Retention eﬀorts can help give a longer tail of revenue, less flash in the pan.
I’m no good at this, not willing to design around collectibles, F2P tactics, etc. My games have all been high score chasers. Easier to make, less reliance on AI,
advanced logic, level design, multiplayer, etc.
My next game’s primary goal will be healthy retention. Can I build a game that has players coming back for more because of the game content and replayability, not
just character unlocks and push notifications. It will probably be level-based because of this goal.

OTHER THOUGHTS
KEEP GAME SCOPE WITHIN ABILITIES.
MAKE GAME LAUNCHABLE, NOT FINISHED.
ANDROID SUCKS.
RETENTION IS NICE.
FEATURES DON’T GUARANTEE RICHES.

-

LWM was considered a success, but revenue has added up to a year’s salary from a part-time job. It made $11 yesterday, and dropping fast. I can continue my
hobby, but won’t be going full indie anytime soon.

OTHER THOUGHTS
KEEP GAME SCOPE WITHIN ABILITIES.
MAKE GAME LAUNCHABLE, NOT FINISHED.
ANDROID SUCKS.
RETENTION IS NICE.
FEATURES DON’T GUARANTEE RICHES.
NO ADVICE IS SET IN STONE.
-

Final disclosure, nothing I have said is set in stone, though it’s probably good advice.
It would be nice to not have to rely on F2P, ad-based environment.
Clash Royale, proper F2P.
Clash of Clans, improper F2P.
Rumor that King Games hires more psychologists than game designers.
King Games acquired for $6b. Star Wars franchise $4b.
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